PRODUCTIONS

This catalogue contains a presentation of the productions realized
during the 2021/2022 season, which are available for circuiting and
to be programmed. Following here, you can find a few information
on the new 2022/2023 season productions, which will be fully presented in the next catalogue and will be part of a three years project, signed by the associated artists of Teatro delle Briciole Solares
Fondazione delle Arti.

1.
Maurizio Bercini and Marina Allegri, the first being one of the founders of the company Teatro delle Briciole and the latter being the
artistic soul of the most known and prized shows of the company
destined
to
the
young
generations,
will
develop
“Oggettivo” (“Objective”) , a triennial project on puppet and object
theatre, destined to kids from 6 to 10 years of age. The first show of
this project, available for the 2022/2023 season, will be named
“SASSO” (“Stone”) and will be a work that plays with the object
<stone>, alluding and reflecting on the many symbolic meanings of
its history.

2.
Manuela Capece and Davide Doro, founders of the rodisio company, are the creators of a very original theatrical language, wich
allowed them to receive many national and international awards.
They will dedicate themselves to a three-yearly project of puppet
theatre destined to children from the three years of age and the title
will be “La cura” (“The cure”). The first show of the project will be
named “La loba (La cura dell’anima)” [“The wolf (the cure of the
soul)”]. It will tell the story of an old lady, who lives in an hidden
place and picks up wolf’s bones, to re-contruct the animal and bring
it back to life.

3.
Katia Ippaso (playwriter, writer and journalist), who wrote theatrical texts inspired by themes of youth problems, and Arturo Armone
Caruso (director and translator), will work together in a triennial
project in four movements destined to teenagers between twelve
and eighteen years of age, named “Creature Artificiali” (“Artificial
Creatures”) and dedicated to the theme of the double, the android
that takes action in place of the human. The first movement will be
called “Il ragazzo d’argilla” (“The clay boy”) and it will have a frail
and misunderstood teenager as a protagonist, whose been unrightfully accused of a crime and will therefore segregate himself in his
basement to create his personal Golem.

4.
Marco Lorenzi and Barbara Mazzi, founders of the company ‘Il Mulino di Amleto’ and winners of the ANCT critics awards 2021 “for the
artistic carreer of the company”, will direct a project destined to
teenagers from twelve to eighteen years of age and young adults,
called “La possibilità di un’isola” (“The possibility of an island”).
The first chapter of the project will be the new version of “Kollaps”,
a bittersweet metaphor of the West that desperately runs when the
race is already over, in which the search started by the company on
the relationship between theatre and multimedia language will be
developed further.

+ 3 YEARS

THE WOMB OF THE WORLD
small sound and visual genesis
by Davide Doro and Manuela Capece
with Davide Doro musical dramaturgy Dario Andreoli
a project of the compagnia rodisio
ph Stefano Vaja production Teatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione
delle Arti
in residence at Les Accords du Lion d'Or (Simandre, France)
The womb of the world is a sound and visual spectacle, inspired by
the ancient cosmogonies and the extraordinary ability of Mother
Earth to create, which gave birth to Heaven, the Mountains, the
Sea. It is a collective ritual, a practice for training sensitivity, a journey to be made together to exercise empathy.
We need to listen. We need to open our heart ears so that we can
hear every little beat. We must welcome symbols that are like seeds
that sprout. The essence of Nature, the mystery and wonder of contemplating the Cosmos.
We make a journey that has always been repeated. Mother earth
calls us and we, who are still sleeping, believe we are dreaming. We
hear the sounds of the world coming from afar. We prepare ourselves for the long journey, we imagine what will come, we dream of
the world that awaits us. We feel the breath of the world, we feel
the sun and the moon, the day and the night. We hear every drop
that falls and its echo in the infinite. We must train the soul so that it
can feel everything there is.

+ 3 YEARS

DEAR OGRE
with Maurizio Bercini
by Manuela Capece and Davide Doro
artistic collaboration Marina Allegri
production Teatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione delle Arti
The Ogre is necessary. The Ogre is like the night, which is magnificent. The problem is that, like the night, it is scary. But fear is necessary. The ogre will be desired, he will tell you about all the wonders
of a fantastic world. The ogre moves the stars and the moon and
therefore also the sea. The ogre will make your heart beat.
But you have to get close, close enough to take his hand.
The ogre is a happy ending story. Our Ogre is the guardian of a wonderful world. He’s the master ferryman from here to there, to grow
up. It is the ogre of all stories, which serves to learn the distance between good and evil. The ogre never dies, but he must always be
defeated. Beyond the ogre is freedom. The student child looks at
the master father. And there is fear, wonder, ambition and gratitude. He is a good father. He tells me, get yourself cleaned up and
doubt.

Dear Ogre and The Ogre
The genesis of Dear Ogre has a special link of artistic and human
affinity with the Ogre, a show by Marina Allegri and Maurizio Bercini
that precedes him temporally.
Even in this work, conceived as "a tribute to who was there in the
past, to the companions of a life but especially to whom he will soon
be there", the only performer on stage is Maurizio Bercini.
For this double reason, poetic and opportunity, it can be programmed at the same time as Dear Ogre, as a kind of "gift".

+ 3 YEARS

POP UP
An animated fossil of a cartoon
Project I Sacchi di Sabbia
by Giovanni Guerrieri, Giulia Gallo
with the collaboration of Giulia Solano
with Marta Capaccioli, Lucrezia Palandri and Paolo Romanini
books by Giulia Gallo
lights designer Emiliano Curà, scenography LabTdB (Paolo Romanini)
production Teatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione delle Arti

In re-inventing the pop-up book for the stage, Pop up presents the
little adventures of a paper-child with an enigmatic sphere: a relationship through rhythm, color and sound, its actual encounter, its
mirror-image, its transformations.
Colorful pop-up illustrations succeed one another during the show
and are quite powerful to stimulate basic-emotions and create associations between feelings, forms, and colors. The many variations of
the theme are a musical support for the sound effects and are also a
splendid way to explore the imaginary world of young children.
The adventures of the child and the small sphere generate some
kind of a symbolic game through geometry and metamorphosis
that triggers some aspects of this imaginary world: fantasy, invitation, fear, dream.
Two actresses bring the two paper-characters to life and give them
each a voice while they are playing with the figures and shapes and
while they are intertwining them to their own body, while they are
playing with the movement and the illusion of movement, and with
the synchronicity on one hand of the different voices and on the
other of the voices with the images.

+ 6 YEARS

SOUVENIR
The flight of Bella and Chagall
project Mattatoio Sospeso
by and with Marco Mannucci and Marina Romondia
directed by Manuela Capece and Davide Doro
text Manuela Capece and Marco Mannucci
manipulation objects Lucia Pennini
scenes and musical elaboration Davide Doro
ph Stefano Vaja
production Teatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione delle Arti
with the support of : La Grainerie (F), Espace Marcel Pagnol (F), Gare à
Coulisses (F), Théâtre de l'Oulle (F), SeacChange (UK), Terre di circo Mirabilia (IT), La Corte Ospitale (IT), Di Strada in Strada(IT) , Officine Papage(IT) , Vertical Events (IT) .

Souvenir is a visual, aerial and poetic show, inspired by the series
of paintings with lovers in flight by Marc Chagall. A love story, a
dreamlike journey without words, to touch the poetry of love and
dream in flight. The story of the last night of Marc Chagall, where
in a dream he meets his lost love: his Beauty, his muse. She is the
woman in flight, the lover in blue, the protagonist of many painted
masterpieces that for many years has influenced his creations.
And they are the two lovers suspended, placid in space, where he,
hanging like a happy child, tie-ne by her hand floating in the air,
like a helium balloon.
The old Chagall, who paints love like flying shapes, accompanies
us in an amused dream, a journey in his memories, in a memory
kneaded of dream and real life and in that rare, dreamy and fairytale kind of love that takes away from the everyday life. Perhaps
there is still hope in flight up there, because the loss is possibly not
the end, but a new beginning.

+ 6 years

THE MIGRATION OF ANIMALS
freely inspired by the silent book Migrantes di Issa Watanabe
a project by compagnia rodisio
by and with Manuela Capece and Davide Doro
scenary Silvia Baiocchi, Manuela Capece, Paolo Romanini
Light designer Emiliano Curà
ph Manuela Capece
production Teatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione delle Arti,
residenza Les Accords du Lion d'Or (Simandre, France)
A group of animals are preparing for a long journey with a few
suitcases and a few personal items, the bare minimum. The migration of animals is the story of those who are forced to leave their
own homes and the path they must take to find a new one. It’s a
difficult, sometimes dangerous path, made of sacrifices but also of
great hope. We tell this story through the puppet theatre that allows us to practice poetry and magic in dealing with the so necessary and delicate theme of contemporary migrations.
This small population of animal becomes for us a universal symbol. The migration of animals is freely inspired by the illustrated
work Migrantes by the Peruvian illustrator Issa Watanabe, a silent
book with extraordinary images that tells a story that is repeated
every day, in every part of the world. The dangers and uncertainties of those who are forced to face the hardships of the journey,
in order to follow the hope of a better life. A narrative without
euphemisms, which with extreme delicacy wants to encourage
empathy and show solidarity for those who come from afar.
.

+ 6 anni

THE DREAMERS
Dance-theatre show for the centenary of the birth of Federico Fellini
by Manuela Capece and Davide Doro
with Erica Meucci, Giuseppe Claudio Insalaco and Piergiorgio Gallicani
photo by Manuela Capece
productionTeatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione delle Arti

It is told that when the Giant was born, he came out of his
mother’s womb doing a flip. Then, instead of crying like all babies
do as soon as they are born, he sang a song, he recited a poem
and, lastly, he told a joke. It was clear to everyone that Giant
wanted to make a show. Then, one day Giant grew old and Cico
and Pallina came to help him. They also wanted to make a show.
And they are young and beautiful. Cico, who has a tender heart
and steel muscles, makes all the girls fall in love with him and
Pallina, who has been named so because of the shape of her eyes,
makes everyone else fall in love with her. Giant insists with the
story of the moon, maybe because he is old, and he really saw it.
Cico and Pallina have never seen it, or maybe they don’t remember it, because they are too young. They don’t know if the story of
the moon is true, but Giant says he is sure, he is sure that if the
make the show, it will come back, and everyone will be able to see
it. Cico, Pallina and Giant look for the moon at this is their story.
The celebrations for the centenary of Federico Fellini’s birth in
2020 have been an opportunity to reflect on the necessity of cultivating the capacity of imagination, typical of children. The extraordinary talent that belongs to childhood and allows children to
move freely between truth and fiction, between real and imaginary. Let’s go together on an oneiric journey, let’s meet the masks
of an imaginary life, let’s believe in the impossible.

COPRODUZIONE

+11 years

THE BARNARD LOOP
by DispensaBarzotti
concept and writing Alessandra Ventrella and Rocco Manfredi
direction and coreography Alessandra Ventrella
with Francesco Napoli
régie plateau and scenography Rocco Manfredi
artistic collaboration Emilie Rault and AragoRn Boulanger
sound Dario Andreoli
co-production DispensaBarzotti and Teatro delle Briciole Solares Fondazione delle Arti
with the support of Theatre Laboratory Sfumato (Bulgaria), Centro di
Residenza della Toscana (Armunia-CapoTrave/Kilowatt) and Officine
CAOS

The Barnard Loop – nebula in the Orion constellation with a circular shape – tackles, gently, the fear of being alone, the sensation
of being a small dot in the immensity of the universe.
As a moving tableau with no words, the new show by the company DispensaBarzotti narrates the terror of being alone through
the story of a young man, who confronts himself with the experience of abandonment and the impossibility of removing memories. An oneiric crossing of physical and sensorial states where
repetition, loop, ubiquity and memory, will conduct us to the end
of solitude.
The dancer Francesco Napoli is divided between the pain of neglect and the need for a rebirth, so he composes a choreography
that becomes more and more surreal as the show goes on, on a
sound carpet created by a recorded voice and the daily sounds
that, every now and then, transform themselves naturally in music.
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